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OBJECTIVES

1. Provide education about voting , elections and making 
informed decisions as a voter to 6400 men and women in 
320 communities focusing on the ‘Lost  Generations’ 

2. Use the information collected as part of the project 
monitoring and evaluation to contribute to knowledge 
about how to ensure inclusivity and engagement in learning 
about democracy and elections in “Bougainville 
communities”.



SUCCESS
TARGET: 6400 people in 320 communities

Total reached: 36 426 people in 701 communities

Table 1: Data Provided in BWF Narrative Report-Jan-June 2017



SUCCESS continued

• Capacity building of trainers, on elections, report writing and 
financial skills

• Effective partnership with IFES, OBEC, PNGEC, media, COEs
• Involving people living with disabilities, women and youths
• Bringing together technical expertize - BRIDGE, OBEC/PNGEC, 

BWF experience in programing and local knowledge



HOW DID WE DO IT?
Consultations

Building Resources in Democracy, Governance and Elections 
Training (BRIDGE)

Action learning approach (pilot, rollout, mid-term review)

Choosing and developing effective community trainers



CHALLENGES 
Topography of Bougainville

Poor network coverage

Transport

Safety and security of female Community Trainers

Replacement of Community Trainers



LESSONS LEARNED
Village based awareness- increase participants

Community based trainers, tok ples

Mock elections, use of PNGEC and OBEC materials helped illiterate people

Close mentoring support for Community Trainers

Council of Elders were more effective entry points than District Women’s 
Federations

Difficult to get qualitative data on attitudes towards women in leadership

Incentives for Community Trainers

Cross learning for other BWF projects 



Initial findings from evaluation



Impact

•Excellent target reached 

•Inclusion

•Women received good knowledge, empowered women to participate in 
elections

“bikos yumi kisim gutpela tingting long awareness, yumi tok yes long sanapim
gutpela lida (I received good knowledge from the awareness to choose our 
leaders for the future)

•Capacity building using internationally recognized training resource (BRIDGE)

•OBEC data not available to verify impact of Voter Ed on reducing informal 
votes, but monitoring data and election observations suggest significant effect



Approach
•BRIDGE

•Pilot Phase, Mid Term Review

“This level of planning and testing was commendable and appears to have contributed to the capacity and 
confidence of VECTs to proactively deliver their training”

March Mid Term Review Workshop, 14-16 MARCH,2017

•Mock election - inclusion of low literacy

•Relationships with OBEC/PGNGEC:

A key government official stated “I really appreciate the work BWF is doing on VEP and the strategies it’s
using to reach out to the Region’s masses. That is supposed to be the role of my office, we should be
performing these exercises however, unfortunately I am not in a position to deliver. My office is only new, I
have low capacity (staff) and no funds for field operations such as VEP awareness…so you see when
organisations like BWF come along, we are happy to partner with them… They are doing all our work. The
only area I request is for us BWF, OBEC,PNGEC to strengthen our coordination with each other.”

( Draft Evaluation Report, p13)

•Steering Committee was not engaged formally, but still maintained informal relationships with them



Recommendations
•Invest in OBEC/PNGEC to provide data on invalid votes to measure the effectiveness of voter 
Education

•More Voter Education awareness needed (in part because 2 voting systems used in AROB); BWF has 
the capacity to do it.

“Separately to the referendum voting awareness that will need to be undertaken, there remains a 
major need for voter education on LPV. OBEC is officially the organisation with such mandate, but while 
its capacity remains limited, BWF could be considered to fill this critical gap, ideally in partnership with 
OBEC to build sustainability”                

•Referendum awareness is needed. BWF has an effective model to deliver impartial voter education

“Although this work is not directly within BWF’s gender mandate, the referendum will have impacts on 
women as citizens of Autonomous Region of Bougainville and the risk of conflict if the referendum is 
not managed properly would likely have a particular adverse effect on women (as during the crisis)

•Invest in BWFs M&E supporting to develop qualitative data to measure attitudes towards women’s 
leadership

“DFAT and IWDA are encouraged to work with BWF, OBEC and election experts to explore options for 
developing locally-appropriate monitoring frameworks that can(i) more systematically collect, analyse 
and disseminate, qualitative data in relation to election and (II) engage in qualitative M&E activities 
focused on tracking changing voter awareness and options over time, including in relation to 
Bougainville women’s rights to vote and women’s leadership”.



Em tasol

Thank you


